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General Transcription at TranscribeMe 
Welcome to TranscribeMe! This document is all about completing transcription files on the Jobs/Transcription 
page and will guide you through understanding the general transcription work that will become available to you 
upon passing the English Entrance Exam. Once accepted, you will become a Transcriber for TranscribeMe and 
will work on short chunks of audio known as jobs. These will not be full audio files, but rather 2-to-8-minute 
pieces of a file that have been sliced up once a client uploads their audio. Please read the following information 
thoroughly to understand the Transcription interface, TM's policies and expectations pertaining to Transcribers, 
as well as frequently encountered questions or issues that may arise in your work at TranscribeMe! 
 

Further Work Opportunities and Advancements 
To increase the amount of work available to you, be sure to take the advancement exams that TranscribeMe has 
to offer. For more information about these exams and TM's Special Teams, please read TranscribeMe 
Opportunities for the most up-to-date information.  
 
 

Support 
Help Desk: If you have any issues with a file or have a question, please create a Help Desk ticket. See our Help 
Desk article for details about submitting tickets. 
 
Yammer: Yammer is our online community network. Registration with Yammer is mandatory once you have 
been accepted as a General Transcriber. Please see our Registering on Yammer article if you did not receive a 
Yammer invite when your account was activated. 
 
Troubleshooting: If you ever encounter technical difficulties on our platform (or computer issues in general), 
follow the steps in our Troubleshooting article to get your computer in shipshape again! 
 
Further Resources: Our team is constantly striving to provide additional training materials to help you hone 
your craft. Be sure to check out the training materials linked in our handy dandy Index of Helpful Documents - be 
sure to "Follow" this document on Yammer so that you are always notified of any updates! - and check out our video 
training series here on YouTube. 
 
Thank you for your interest in becoming a member of our global transcriber team! There are real opportunities 
to have a rewarding career with our fast-growing company, with positions from Transcriber all the way up to 
Project Manager. Best of all, you can enjoy this challenge from the comfort of your own home. 
 
We look forward to seeing you online!  
 
TranscribeMe! Operations Team 
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Transcriber Expectations 
Outlined below are the main responsibilities of a Transcriber. Failure to meet these expectations for a job may 
result in your work being rejected, and consistent inability to meet these standards may jeopardize your 
advancement opportunities or account status. 
 
Activity: We expect you to complete at least one job in any given 30-day time frame to prevent your account 
from being suspended due to inactivity. If, for ANY reason (including lack of available work), you are unable to 
meet these requirements, please fill out an Inactivity Form to notify our team of your inability to work. See TM 
Basics and Policies for more detailed expectations and activity requirements. 
 
Accuracy: You are expected to capture all speech relevant to the audio without paraphrasing, editing, or 
otherwise changing what the speakers say. Every effort should be made to make out even difficult audio. 
This includes not inserting [inaudible], [crosstalk], or Guess tags where the speech can be made out. 
 
Consistency: Each job must be consistent within itself in regards to punctuation, numbers, symbols, spelling 
of names and terms, etc. 
 
Research: Every name, company, and term mentioned in the audio should be researched to determine the 
correct spelling and formatting. If there is more than one accepted spelling, choose one and be consistent.  
 
Professionalism: You are expected to have a strong grasp of correct sentence structure, punctuation, and 
spelling. Be sure to thoroughly proofread for typos or formatting errors before submission.  
 
Guidelines located to the right of your job must be strictly followed for each job. This includes basics such as 
adhering to our Clean Verbatim transcription style as well as using the appropriate spelling (i.e., US English or 
British English). Do not begin a job with a capital letter (unless it is a proper noun that is always capitalized) and 
do not end with punctuation, even if you feel sure it is the beginning/end of a sentence. 
 
Communication: While you are working, we recommend that you keep tabs open for Yammer and your 
email in case we need to contact you regarding a file you are working on or if you have a question or concern 
pertaining to your chunk. You should also strive to frequently check Yammer and your email for other 
hub-related updates. 
 

Starting and Ending a Chunk 
Do not begin your chunk with a capital letter, unless it is a proper noun that is always capitalized, and do not 
end your chunk with punctuation or spaces. The QA who pieces the final file together may change this, but 
we ask that Transcribers leave that to the QA who has full context. It is fine if the final character of your chunk is 
a tag bracket because they're inseparable from the tag. 
 

NO Timestamps or Speaker IDs 
Never submit a job with timestamps or speaker IDs on the Jobs tab. To indicate a change of speaker, simply 
press Enter/Return once. Speaker identification will be added at a later stage, if at all. 
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Silent and Foreign Jobs 
TranscribeMe does offer clients the option of bilingual transcription. At times, you may receive files with a mix of 
English and another language, and the Guidelines to the right of the screen may note that it is a bilingual file. Or 
you may receive a job that has very little speech and the rest is silent. In such cases, be sure to listen to the 
entire job from start to finish, transcribe any English speech, tag the rest as appropriate (namely, with the 
[foreign] or [silence] tag), then submit the job. 
 
If you receive a job that is entirely silent or foreign, listen through the whole chunk to ensure there truly is no 
English speech to transcribe, tag with [foreign] or [silence] as appropriate, copy the entire four-number Job ID 
string, submit the job, then immediately send a ticket to the Help Desk using the purple beacon in the 
bottom corner of the screen (or email service@transcribeme.com), and be sure to include the four-number Job 
ID. If you forget to capture the full ID string, you can retrieve it from your Work History. 
 
If your silent or foreign job is rejected after you reported it, please fill out a Job Rejection Inquiry found under 
Network Resources of Yammer's All Network page so you can be reimbursed. Thank you for reporting! 
 
If you receive multiple silent files in a row, please don't keep tagging and submitting them. Wait to hear back 
from the Help Desk to ensure it is not a technical issue on your side. 
 

Failure to Report a Silent or Foreign Job 
If you do NOT report an entirely silent or foreign job after submitting it, you may lose funds earned from the file. 
 

Early/Accidental Submissions 
In the event that you accidentally submit a job prematurely, please IMMEDIATELY send a Help Desk ticket via 
the beacon at the bottom right of your WorkHub page, select (TR) Accidentally submitted a job as your 
situation, and include the job ID from your work history. They will be able to send the job back to the public 
queue to be transcribed correctly before the chunk goes to QA. 
 
Note: In order to return the job to the queue (or to you; see below), the Shift Lead will have to reject it. This will 
show as a rejection for "Misheard words" in your Work History, but don't worry! It's not the same as a rejection 
for quality, and our admin team can tell the difference when looking at your work history. 
 

Requesting a Job to be Returned  
If you accidentally submit a job that you would like to have back to complete, send a Help Desk ticket as 
described above (also see our Help Desk article). Note that, once an admin returns your job to you, you will have 
15 minutes to click the Jobs tab to get it back, and the text field will be blank (but don't worry! See step 3 below). 
If you miss this 15-minute time frame, the job will slip back into the general pool and someone else will get it.  
 
Please follow the below steps to successfully get an early-submitted job back in your queue: 

1. DO NOT work on any other job, and be sure to cancel out of any job you may have open in your Jobs tab. 
Your Transcription queue must be empty to have your file successfully returned to you. 

2. Submit a ticket via the beacon as described, stating that you accidentally submitted a job and would like 
it back. Be sure to include the Job ID from your Work History.  

3. When the job returns to you, it will be blank, so quickly open up a second Chrome tab, go to your Work 
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History, and copy your previously submitted text from the View window.  
4. Monitor your email and/or Previous Conversations on your Help Desk beacon for the reply. Do not click 

the Jobs tab before you get that reply, and do not work on another job; you would have to cancel this 
new job to access the returned one, but canceling a job completely empties your queue, including the job 
you want back. 

5. When you receive a reply that the job is in your queue, click on the Jobs tab to open it. Paste the text that 
you copied from your Work History into the text box. Make sure the text matches the audio, i.e., that 
it is the same job for which you copied the text.  

6. Reinsert line breaks, complete the job, and submit! 
 
 

Reminders 
● Don't begin a job with a capital letter (unless the word is a proper noun), and don't end with punctuation. 
● Never copy and paste into the WorkHub from an outside source. 
● Check for updates on Yammer. 
● Early submission: If you accidentally submit a job before it was completed, please create a Help Desk 

ticket immediately and include the Job ID, found on your work history page. An admin will be able to send 
it back to you to complete or back to the queue to be transcribed. 

● Silent file: If you come across a job that is all or mostly silent, please tag with [silence], submit, then 
immediately raise a ticket with the Help Desk and include the Job ID. 

● Foreign files: If your full chunk is any language besides English, please tag with [foreign], submit, then 
immediately create a Help Desk ticket and include the Job ID. We sometimes receive files that are 
bilingual (the Guidelines will usually note this). Never transcribe the non-English parts. 

● Activity: Remember that we require at least one submitted job in any given 30-day period. If you are 
approaching 4 weeks without submitting work, for any reason, be sure to fill out the Inactivity Form to 
prevent your account from being deactivated. 
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The Transcription Page 
IMPORTANT: As of 26 Nov 2019, we have an all-new Transcription Page! When you click the Jobs tab at the 
top of your screen, it will route you to this new page, or you can log in from here and click Transcription at the 
top of the screen. 
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The Audio Player 
Across the top of the screen lies the hub's built-in audio player. Here you will find: 
 

● Play/Pause: Hitting the Play/Pause button will start and stop the audio. When you hit Play again after 
pausing, the audio will automatically jump back a second to help ensure you don't miss any words. 

● Forward/Back: Hitting these buttons, or using the corresponding hotkeys, will set the audio forward or 
back 5 seconds. 

● Time bar: The time bar, with its big orange dot, shows you how far you are in the audio (if it's not 
moving, that's a hint that the audio isn't playing). You can jump to a given point in the audio by clicking 
on the bar or dragging the dot, then use the Forward/Back feature to get to where you want to be. 

● Speed indicator: The orange text (0.9x in the above screenshot) indicates the speed the audio is being 
played at. 1.0 indicates normal speed, while anything above 1.0 is faster, and anything below is slower. 

● Volume: You can adjust the hub's volume here. Sometimes turning the hub volume down and turning 
your headset volume up can help with troublesome audio. 

● Settings: Click the three horizontal bars next to the volume control to: 
○ Select the Loop icon so that when you reach the end of the chunk, the audio will automatically 

start back over at the beginning. 
○ See whether your foot pedal is properly activated 

 

Right Sidebar 
Job ID 
To the right-hand side of the screen, under DETAILS, you will 
see a Job ID with a string of four numbers. When you decide to 
work on a chunk, click the icon to the right to copy/paste this 
number somewhere so that, should you lose your job due to 
connectivity issues or an accidental cancel, the Help Desk can 
retrieve it for you again.  
 
Job IDs have four parts: Client ID-Recording ID-Session ID-Job 
ID. For example, 976532-26812872-19912799-23606693.  
 

● The Client ID is the unique number assigned to each 
customer that registers with TranscribeMe. Every file 
that they upload under their portal email will have this 
Client ID.  

● The Recording ID is for admin purposes only.  
● The Session ID is the number assigned to the full file; 

this is the number that QAs will reference if they lose 
or have questions about their file.  

● The Job ID is specific to the chunk that a Transcriber 
works on, and this is the number you will see in your 
Work History once you have submitted your job. 
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Share Your Research 
Did you know you could save yourself precious time in researching by searching for the 

Client and Session IDs on Yammer? See the Share Your Research section of TranscribeMe's 
Yammer Guide for details! 

 

Guidelines 
VERY IMPORTANT! Always check and expand the StyleGuide for each job before starting, as the style may vary 
from file to file. Here you will see if the job is General CV (Clean Verbatim), a First Draft file (which are sent 
directly to the client without going through QA), or even special instructions about speakers or a different style 
that you might need to follow. Maybe you even just need a reminder of the General Style Guide! You can click on 
the different lines within the guidelines to expand each section.  
 
The guidelines may also specify which English spelling - US or British - to use. US English is our default unless 
otherwise noted. Other than NA and US, all of the guidelines listed below must follow British English spellings, 
with some exceptions for Aussie and Kiwi files. Note that, regardless of accent or spelling, we always use US 
punctuation, never British.  
 

● NA - Not Applicable: The client did not specify, so use US English. 
● US - US spellings 
● British (BE) - British English (BE) 
● Aussie (UE) - BE, with exceptions. Expand the file guidelines for Aussie exceptions to BE 
● Kiwi (KE) - British spelling, with exceptions. Expand the file Guidelines for Kiwi exceptions to British 

spellings 
● Irish (IE) - British spelling  
● Scottish (SE) - British spelling 

 
You will need to pass the appropriate Accent Exams to receive files other than US English. These exams can be 
found under the Exams tab. 
 

Hotkeys 
You can also expand your Hotkeys for a reminder. Clicking Manage hotkeys at the bottom will allow you to edit 
them. We strongly advise that you not change the default hotkeys, as this can cause issues later on. 
 

Snippets 
Click Snippets to manage them. Snippets are automatic text-expanders that can save you loads of time typing 
common words, and we highly recommend using them for tags. Check out our Snippet How-To for details on 
setting up and editing your snippets on our platform. 
 

Settings 
Be sure to have Submit confirmation enabled to help prevent accidental submissions! This means that when you 
click the Submit button, a popup will appear asking you to confirm your decision to submit.   
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Transcribing - Ready to Work! 
When you're ready to begin work, click on the Jobs tab/Transcription link at the top of your WorkHub screen. If 
there are no jobs available to work on, you will see a spinning circle with a message that reads, Waiting for 
work (commonly referred to as AWICA, "All work is currently assigned" on our old interface). Remember, however, 
that not only will clients upload new files at any time, but other transcribers may cancel a job that is in their 
queue, so you never know when work will become available! On the new interface, your page will load with a file 
once it's available. On the old interface, in order to keep checking for job availability, you will need to refresh 
the page to keep requesting work. 
 
If there is work available in the queue, clicking Jobs/Transcription will immediately open up a chunk for you to 
transcribe. If you are unable to complete the job assigned to you, you may press Cancel, then click 
Jobs/Transcription again to try another. 
 
Please take careful note of the features of the Jobs/Transcription screen so as to avoid falling into common 
pitfalls and errors.  
 

The Transcription (Text) Box 
This is where you type. The text entered in this box needs to match the audio and adhere to our style. DO NOT 
paste into the hub from a formatted source such as Grammarly or Word, since doing so could cause formatting 
issues in the document the client receives, even if you don't see anything amiss on your screen. 
 

The WorkHub's Autosave Feature 
The system automatically saves your work every 2 minutes. This 
means that if you temporarily lose your connection, if you 
refresh the page, your work will still be there (although you may 
have to retype a bit if you were actively transcribing). It also 
means that if you lose or cancel a job, any text that you typed 
will be there for the next transcriber who picks it up. 
 

My job already has text in it! Do I edit it? 
As mentioned above, the hub automatically saves text. If you receive a job that has been partially (or fully) 
transcribed, you are free to work on it. Note, however, that once you submit the job, you are claiming 
responsibility for the work therein, so be sure to carefully go over the text and make any corrections necessary. 
Remember that the text must match the audio and adhere to our style guidelines. 
 

What's the text at the top and bottom? 
Sometimes you will notice that there will be text above and/or below your text box. If another transcriber has 
worked on the chunk before yours or after yours, this is where you will see their text. This should help give you 
some extra context and try to help you line up the edges where your chunks meet. You are not able to change 
this text, and there is no guarantee that the text will be correct. Just transcribe what you hear in your own chunk. 
The other transcriber may not have even finished theirs and the text you see is in the middle of their chunk! 
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"Connection is lost" Pop-Up 
While you are working on a job (or, especially, if you walk away for a few 
minutes then return), you may see a pop-up saying that you have lost your 
connection. If you see this message, wait for your connection to be restored. 
If you feel too much time has passed, try refreshing the page, then follow the 
instructions in our Troubleshooting document. 
 

Is There a Time Limit? 
We ask that you strive to complete jobs in 60x the length of the audio; that is, one hour for a one-minute chunk, 
four hours for a four-minute chunk, etc. Especially when you're first starting out, please focus on quality. Speed 
will come with practice. 
 

Can I start a job and save it to work on later? 
No. You should strive to complete jobs in one sitting. There is no "save" feature for the Jobs tab other than the 
system automatically saving the job every two minutes. 
 

Canceling a Job 
If, for whatever reason, you cannot complete a chunk, you may exit out of it by selecting the More Actions icon 
(three verticle dots) and clicking Cancel. A box will open asking if you are sure you wish to cancel the job. If 
you're sure, click OK. If you cancel 3 jobs within a 5-minute period, you must wait for 2 minutes to pick up 
another job. Once the 2-minute time span has passed, you can click the Jobs tab again to select a new job. 

 
 

Submitting a Job 
Once you feel confident that your transcription chunk has been transcribed and proofread to the best of your 
ability, click Submit! If you have Submit confirmation enabled, a box will appear asking you to confirm. 
 

Submit & Exit 
When you are done for the day and are ready to submit your last job, click More Actions (as seen above), and 
select Submit & Exit to return to the homepage. If you submit a file then another appears that you cannot work 
on, cancel it or simply navigate to another page. The job showing on your screen will be assigned to another 
transcriber. 
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The Life of a File 
The following section will explain the process that a file from the General pool goes through once a client 
uploads an audio. Here you will find answers to some very frequently asked questions, so please read the 
following information carefully to understand the life of a file in the General Transcription pool. 
 

A File is Uploaded and Sliced into Chunks 
New files may be uploaded at any time of day or night. TranscribeMe is a global company, and most of our 
clients upload their own files, so you can't predict when a new file might hit. 
 
Once the file has been uploaded to the TranscribeMe server, it goes through a slicing process. The audio file is 
sliced into "chunks" to be distributed to individual transcribers. The average chunk length is 2-8 minutes, 
although this can vary based on the particular file and project.  
 

Each Chunk is Transcribed 
These chunks are then sent to the Jobs queue and assigned to Transcribers that are actively checking for work. 
When you log in and click on Jobs/Transcription, the next chunk out of the Jobs queue is automatically assigned 
to you and appears on your screen. Chunks from a particular file will not always appear in order. 
 
When you have submitted your chunk, it will appear in your Work History with a dollar amount showing in red. 
This same dollar amount, your earnings for the chunk, will be added to your Pending balance under your 
Balance Summary at the top left of your Work History page. At this point, if you click the View button next to 
the job you submitted, you will see your text on the left-hand side and a blank space on the right. You can go 
ahead and continue transcribing chunks while you wait for that one to pass through the next phase. 
 

File is Sent to QA 
Once every chunk from that file has been transcribed and submitted by various Transcribers, the file is then 
stitched back together and sent to the QA queue as a session, where it awaits a QA to select the file to work on. 
Remember that, just as some jobs may keep coming back to you in the transcription pool because no one wants 
to work on them, it may also take time for a QA to commit to working on the full session. 
 

QA Edits and Your Change Percentage 
When a QA picks up the session containing your chunk, your View button will show a copy of your text on the 
right-hand side where there used to be a blank space. This is where the QA's changes will appear. The dollar 
amount displayed will remain red, indicating that the QA/Reviewer has not yet finished with the session. At the 
bottom of the View window, you will notice a message in green saying 0.00% changed, good job! This happens as 
soon as the QA picks up the session, before they start reviewing the chunks. 
 
Note: Your change percentage is not final until the QA submits the file and your pay turns orange. As long 
as your pay still displays in red, the file may receive further edits and the overall percent may change. 
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File Completed 
The total change percent of the job/chunk is not finalized until the QA/Reviewer submits the file as completed. 
Once this has been done, the pay status will change to orange and will be added to your Available for 
Withdrawal amount. 
 

A job I submitted a while ago is still pending. Why? 
Note that the time taken for a QA to pick up a file varies widely and depends on various factors such as the 
length of the file, difficulty of audio, thickness of accents, topic (research-intensive and emotional/offensive 
topics, for example, may take longer to be picked up). Sometimes, files are placed on hold until we hear back 
from the client. There is no need to alert anyone to such files because our admin team tracks them. Rest assured 
that your pending pay total will eventually move to your Available total as the file is processed. 
 
 

Transcription Quality 
TranscribeMe guarantees clients that they will receive a completed file that is 99% accurate. Although we do NOT 
expect this level of accuracy at the transcription phase, we do strive to improve the quality of transcription that 
gets sent to QA in order to decrease the overall turnaround time on files. As such, all transcription jobs need to 
be of high quality and follow the Style Guide closely. Please check out our TM Library Knowledge Base for tips 
and resources to help you reach and maintain quality transcriptions. 
 

Transcriber "Rankings" 
Please note that TranscribeMe does NOT have a "ranking" system for Transcribers, and a Transcriber's overall 
quality is NOT gauged solely on the change percent. Our team looks at different factors to determine a 
transcriber's quality. We understand that the change percent of a job can be affected by different circumstances. 
There are several reasons the QA might make changes to your chunk, and not all of them indicate that you were 
wrong. The change percent can also increase due to edits a QA will make to ensure consistency throughout a 
file.  
 

Percent Changed 
As a rule, we expect to see less than 5% total of your jobs rejected and approximately 15% or less in edited text 
changes. We do NOT expect transcribers to have a perfect 0.00% on their submitted jobs. The percent-changed 
calculation and the brief automated message accompanying it are only tools to help you analyze your Work 
History. An overall average percent changed of 10% or less means that you are doing well. An overall average of 
6% changed or less is excellent! 
 
If you occasionally see a high percentage, it does not necessarily mean that you are doing a bad job, even on 
that particular file. However, if you consistently see percentages over 15-20%, then you need to evaluate your 
work and the changes made to see where you need to improve. 
 
You can see your Overall accuracy ratings on your Work History page under Rankings. Remember that these 
may go up or down depending on factors entirely out of your control. Rest assured that our admin team looks at 
the quality of work as a whole, not just the change percentage. 
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Reviewing QA Corrections 
Once your chunks have been completed by the QA/Reviewer, please always check your change percent and any 
edits made to your work. This will let you know if you are making major style errors or other types of errors that 
you might need to correct. 
 

1. Click the orange Pay Amount at the top of your screen to open your Work History (or go to the My 
Account tab > My Work History) 

2. Click Show % to open the change percent box 
 
The WorkHub will only allow you to select two weeks at a time to view. In order to access earlier work, you will 
need to change the start and end dates to select a range of two weeks or less. 
 

Understanding QA Changes 
Remember that the main role of the QA is to take a file that has been transcribed by multiple people and turn it 
into a cohesive, consistent document which adheres to our Advanced style guidelines and meets our 99% 
accuracy standards. As such, it is crucial to understand that not all QA edits entail an error on your part, and 
not all changes will be held against you as a transcriber. Some edits will be made for the sake of consistency 
within the file, some because the QA had more context, and some changes, especially punctuation, are merely 
subjective and there could be more than one "right" way to do it. Remember that, although you will see all 
changes made highlighted in your View feature, some changes, namely punctuation and capitalization, do not 
factor into the final change percentage. 
 

Advanced Guideline Edits 
The main purpose of the General transcription pool is so that new transcribers (or new-to-TM transcribers) can 
get their feet wet on our platform and learn our style before advancing to other teams. Our QAs play an 
important role in this process by editing all transcripts to adhere to our Advanced style guidelines, even though 
you, as a General Transcriber, are NOT required to follow the Advanced guidelines. However, please do note any 
and all stylistic edits made to your work, ask questions on Yammer to learn why they were made, and apply 
these Advanced stylistic guidelines to your work in order to advance to special teams and gain access to a wider 
variety of work, and at a higher pay rate! 
 

Review History (My Account) 
Our admin/Ops team routinely perform manual reviews of transcription work completed on the Jobs tab, 
including personalized feedback and tips for you to improve your skill. When you receive such reviews, you will 
be sent an email with the feedback, and these reviews will also appear under the Review History section of your 
WorkHub profile for you to refer back to whenever you wish. Here, you will see the date of the review (Review 
date), the admin who reviewed you (Reviewer name), the specific jobs the admin looked at (Job IDs), and the 
detailed feedback (Notes). It will look something like this:  
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When you click on the blue Job IDs, the jobs in question will pop up as you see in your View feature, with your 
submitted work and the corrected QA edits, if any. 
 
If you do receive an admin review, please be sure to take careful note of the feedback provided and apply it to 
your future work. If our team notices consistent issues with your jobs even after receiving feedback regarding 
said issues, it may jeopardize your special teams application/status or, in extreme cases, your TM account status. 
But don't worry! We don't expect perfection; however, we do hope to see improvement upon feedback, so 
please take it to heart. You are also welcome to reply to the review email for further clarification. 
 
 

Rejected Jobs 
Note that an important part of the QA role is to guide and train transcribers to improve their work. 
Unfortunately, the most effective way to do this is by rejecting their chunk. Our rejection system is NOT designed 
to be vindictive or avoid paying TRs for their work. A rejection not only alerts the Transcriber that they have 
improvements to make but also informs our admin team that feedback may be in order.  
 
There are two ways that a job can be rejected: 

1. QA Rejections: The QA may reject a chunk 
2. Auto Rejections: The WorkHub will automatically reject chunks with over 30% changes 

 
If your job is rejected, the amount you earned (previously showing in 
red) will change to $0.0000, turn grey, the Rejected Job column will say 
Yes, and the dollar amount for the job will be subtracted from your 
Pending funds. Note that a job can still be rejected even with a low 
change percent. 
 
When you click the View button on a rejected job, you can see the 
changes made, along with a general reason the job was rejected. These 
descriptions are automated and not typed in by the QA. 
 

QA Rejections 
A QA WILL reject a chunk for the below reasons:  

● Incorrect, capitalized, or misspelled tags 
● If timestamps or speaker IDs are inserted in the text 
● If any comments are inserted into a chunk. Example: [I can't hear this], [this file is inaudible] 
● Three or more typos/misspelled words 
● If ellipses or dashes are used to begin and/or end a chunk 
● An incomplete chunk where the QA must transcribe the missing portion 
● Using BE spelling in a US file or US spelling in a BE file 

 
A QA MIGHT reject a chunk for the below reasons:  

● Misheard words 
● Missing words 
● Use of [inaudible] or [crosstalk] instead of striving to discern what was said 
● Not following the Basic Style Guide 
● Multiple misheard, missing, or mixed up words that indicate lack of proofing 
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● Lack of research despite clear context 
● Missing capital letters and/or punctuation throughout the chunk 
● Multiple errors of any kind that show a general lack of care 

 
Keep in mind that QAs do take audio quality into consideration and will not reject a chunk for just one or two 
minor mistakes. On the other hand, numerous missing or misheard words in crystal clear audio would be a 
cause for concern and may be rejected, although the change percent may be relatively low. 
 

Understanding the Rejection Reasons 
Quality Check (Auto Rejections): Once jobs have been fully completed and submitted, the WorkHub will take 
one last look at each chunk. If a chunk has over 30.00% changed by a QA/Reviewer, then the system may 
automatically reject the job. An auto rejection will show Quality Check as the reason for rejection. Note that not 
all changes are counted when calculating the auto rejection, so you may have a change percent of 30.00% or 
greater without receiving an auto rejection. 
 
Missing Words: This means that words were excluded from the transcript that should not have been. It could 
indicate occasional missing words that indicate a lack of proper proofing, missing conjunctions at the beginning 
of sentences, or that speech from a main speaker was not transcribed and the QA had to fill in the missing text. 
This is also usually the rejection reason for incomplete chunks that the QA must complete. 
 
Misheard Words: QAs will use this rejection reason if the chunk has too many misheard words or the audio is 
clear and the mishears are, therefore, strange. This can also apply to "nonsense mishears" where the text makes 
no sense in context and Guess tags were not used. 
 
Syntax and Grammar: This reason is commonly selected for chunks with multiple typos or misused 
homophones, e.g., "I herd their was work too due today." 
 
Punctuation: This reason can sometimes be used for chunks with multiple typos, but is usually reserved for 
blatantly incorrect punctuation or lack of punctuation or correct capitalization at the beginning of sentences, etc. 
Did you end each line with punctuation? Are quotes punctuated accordingly?  
 
Style-guide Adherence: Our QAs are instructed to immediately reject for ANY tag errors. If you earn a rejection 
for SG Adherence, tags are the first thing you should check. If your tags are correct, the rejection could have 
stemmed from anything contained in the Basic section of the style guide. Common culprits (after tag issues) 
include: transcribing filler or crutch words that should always be omitted in Clean Verbatim, i.e. like and you 
know; using a comma after conjunctions, lack of research, etc. 
 
Remember that the QAs will be applying Advanced style guidelines to the transcript, but your chunk should not 
be rejected if you adhere to the Basic guidelines.  
 

Change Percentage Isn't the Whole Story 
Again, keep in mind that the change percentage isn't always an indicator of whether or not a job will be rejected 
by the QA. A job with a low change percentage could be rejected while one with a much higher percentage is 
not. Some rejections are determined based on quality and others on quantity. For example, a couple of minor 
mishears will not likely be rejected, although many throughout the chunk will. On the other hand, ONE 
misspelled or incorrect tag could equal an immediate rejection. Make snippets for your tags to avoid mistakes! 
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I've had some jobs rejected. Am I going to be kicked out? 
Probably not. We look at transcriber accuracy percentages as well as number of rejections when evaluating 
work. We don't take these figures at face value, but we look at the actual chunks, listen to the audio, and then 
make an overall assessment. From there, we provide feedback to those who are showing potential but need 
some guidance. 
 
If there is no improvement at all, then the account may be closed, depending on the situation. There are also 
occasions where we do have to close an account immediately without providing feedback. The work has to be 
pretty below standard for that to occur, though. Try not to worry. Just take a look at your jobs, determine why 
they were rejected, carefully study the changes, and don't make the same mistakes again. 
 

Rejection Inquiry  
If you feel that one of your jobs was rejected in error, was unwarranted, or you don't know why it was rejected, 
you can contest the rejection by filling out a Job Rejection Inquiry form, available under Network Resources on 
Yammer's All Network group. Someone from the Ops Team will review the job in question and make a 
determination and you will be emailed informing you of the outcome. The admin will either provide more 
explanation on why the chunk was rejected or will credit your account for the amount earned. 
 
 

Tips For Avoiding Rejections 
Here are some tips to ensure that your work doesn't get rejected: 

● Snippets: Make snippets for the tags and words you tend to misspell 
● Proofread: We recommend copying your text into Grammarly and/or Word, making note of changes 

that need to be made, then manually correcting them in the transcription box 
● Second Pass: NEVER submit a job without giving it at least one additional listen in order to catch 

mistakes that passed you by as you were typing 
● Research: Flex those Google muscles! Research to the best of your ability given the context of the chunk 
● Study: Check out the resources available in our TM Library knowledge base to avoid common pitfalls 
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